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Abstract: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is the principal cause of invalidity and death in the popula-
tion under 45 years of age worldwide. 

This mini-review aims to systematize the forensic approach in neuropathological studies, highlight-
ing the proper elements to be noted during external, radiological, autoptical, and histological ex-
aminations with particular attention paid to immunohistochemistry and molecular biology. 

In the light of the results of this mini-review, an accurate forensic approach can be considered man-
datory in the examination of suspected TBI with medico-legal importance, in order to gather all the 
possible evidence to corroborate the diagnosis of a lesion that may have caused, or contributed to, 
death. From this point of view, only the use of an evidence-based protocol can reach a suitable di-
agnosis, especially in those cases in which there are other neuropathological conditions (ischemia, 
neurodegeneration, neuro-inflammation, dementia) that may have played a role in death. 

This is even more relevant when corpses, in an advanced state of decomposition, are studied, where 
the radiological, macroscopic and histological analyses fail to give meaningful answers. In these 
cases, immune-histochemical and molecular biology diagnostics are of fundamental importance and 
a forensic neuropathologist has to know them. Particularly, MiRNAs are promising biomarkers for 
TBI both for brain damage identification and for medico-legal aspects, even if further investigations 
are required to validate the first experimental studies. In the same way, the genetic substrate should 
be examined during any forensic examination, considering its importance in the outcome of TBI. 

Keywords: Traumatic brain injury, neuropathology, forensic radiology, autoptic approach, histopathology, miRNA, molecular 
biology. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is the principal cause of 
invalidity and death in the population under 45 years of age 
worldwide [1]. The Brain Injury Association of America 
(2011) defines TBI as "an alteration in brain function, or 
other evidence of brain pathology, caused by an external 
force". In 2014, there were 56,800 TBI-related deaths in the 
US, including 2,529 who were children. Intentional self-
harm, unintentional falls, and motor vehicle crashes were 
reported to be the most common mechanisms of TBI-related 
death injuries. These three principal mechanisms of injury 
accounted for 32.5%, 28.1%, 18.7%, of the reported TBI-
related deaths, respectively. Rates of TBI-related deaths per 
100,000 population were highest among adults over the age  
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of 75 (78.5), those aged from 65 to 74 (24.7), and individuals 
aged 55 to 64 (19.1) [2]. An aggregate hospitalized plus fatal 
TBI incidence rate of about 235 per 100,000 was derived 
from a European retrospective study of twenty-three Euro-
pean national reports. An average mortality rate of about 15 
per 100,000 and case fatality rate of about 11 per 100 were 
derived [3]. 
 Open head injuries account for 30% of TBIs, which oc-
cur when an object penetrates the skull and induces damage 
to brain tissue, resulting in neurological impairment. The 
remaining 70% of TBIs are closed head injuries following a 
rapid acceleration and/or deceleration of the head, or a blow 
to the head or impact of the head against an object [4]. Motor 
vehicle accidents, falls, assaults, bicycle accidents, and 
sports injuries are the most common causes. The highest 
incidence of TBIs is related to young children, older adoles-
cents and the elderly, while men are 1.5 to 3 times more 
likely to sustain a TBI than women [5]. 
 Head injuries can be classified into two broad categories, 
according to the mechanism by which the injury is produced: 
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impact injuries and acceleration/deceleration injuries. Impact 
injuries are described as the result of the impact of an object 
on the head, and they are related to the local effects of con-
tact between the head and the object. Consistently, these 
injuries include soft tissue injuries (lacerations, abrasions, 
and contusions of the scalp), fracture of the skull, contusions 
of the brain, epidural hematomas, and intracerebral hemor-
rhages [6, 7]. 

 Acceleration/deceleration injuries are the result of an 
abrupt movement of the head after the moment of the injury, 
leading to the variation of intracranial pressure gradients and 
to the brain experiencing both shearing and tensile forces. 
The two types of injuries typically produced are subdural 
hematomas (following the tearing of the subdural bridging 
veins) and diffuse axonal injuries (the consequence of axonal 
injury) [8-10]. 

 From a neuro-pathological point of view, the develop-
ment of TBI has been divided into two main stages as re-
gards brain damage after a head injury: primary damage oc-
curring at the moment of the lesion, such as lacerations of 
the scalp, fractures of the skull, surface contusions and lac-
erations of the brain, the diffusion of the axonal injury and 
intracranial hemorrhage; and secondary damage caused by 
complicated processes triggered at the moment of the injury 
but clinically not evident, such as brain damage due to raised 
intracranial pressure, ischemia, swelling, and infection [11, 
12]. In the past few years, specific techniques of neuroradi-
ology have contributed to the classification of brain injury 
after a head injury [13]. These imaging techniques [14] pro-
vide functional correlations of the structural damage, subse-
quently confirmed by autopsy. As a result, the classification 
of focal damage - which includes laceration of the scalp, 
fracture of the skull, surface contusions and lacerations, in-
tracranial hematoma, and raised intracranial pressure, and 
diffuse damage which includes ischaemic brain damage, 
diffuse axonal injury, and diffuse brain swelling - is now 
largely recognized. 

 Considering the aforementioned reasons, the aim of this 
review is to establish a single systematic evidence-based post 
mortem protocol for a better objectification of TBI damage. 

2. FORENSIC IMAGING 

 As the study of traumas in clinical settings cannot be 
made without the use of radiology, forensic pathology can 
benefit from the use of imaging techniques to plan the sub-
sequent autoptical approach in cases of cranium-encephalic 
injuries [15]. Among the different imaging techniques, post-
mortem computed tomography (PM-CT) certainly plays the 
main role, guaranteeing the highlighting of typical lesions. 
First of all, this technique can detect the presence of fractures 
involving neurocranium, and viscerocranium, up to the cer-
vical vertebrae. Furthermore, the presence of cranial open-
fractures can be associated with another characteristic, seen 
with the same method, that is the presence of air, such as: 
gas embolism in the cerebral and pulmonary circulation 
(both venous and arterial), or pneumoencephalon and pneu-
morachis. The interpretation of this finding, however, de-
serves two considerations: on the one hand, the presence of 
bubbles is difficult to detect during autopsy, thus it is possi-

ble to plan particular autoptical approaches, on the other 
hand, it enters into the differential diagnosis with putrefac-
tive gases [16, 17]. Furthermore, PM-CT is useful in detect-
ing intracranial hematomas with epidural, subdural, and su-
barachnoid localization or intraventricular hemorrhages; as 
well as intraocular hemorrhages associated with fractures of 
the base of the orbit or skull or in cases of shaken baby syn-
drome (SBS) [18]. In addition, in the study of bleeding, 
compared to PM-CT, post-mortem magnetic resonance im-
aging (PM-MRI) shows a high sensitivity to highlight suba-
rachnoid hemorrhages and subgaleal hematomas, as well as 
detecting lesions in cases of trauma with typical blow and 
kickback dynamics [19]. On the other hand, the absence of 
the use of ionizing radiation in MRI would legitimize its use 
on living people. In fact, in cases of SBS, MRI can demon-
strate the presence of intracranial bleedings in different 
stages of evolution, providing information on the time of 
production, although a precise dating is unlikely. Further-
more, clinical forensic medicine can benefit from the use of 
MRI in attempted homicide in cases of strangulation, allow-
ing the visualization of bleeding or edema of the soft and 
muscular tissues of the neck, as well as the suffering of the 
lymph nodes of this anatomical district. Moreover, always in 
a clinical field, the possibility of this diagnostic technique for 
the evaluation of bone age is discussed through the study of 
cartilage and their modifications with growth, always with-
out the use of radiation [20]. 

 Aghayev et al., also demonstrated the ability of PM-MRI 
to identify herniation of cerebellar tonsils through the fora-
men magnum as a sign of elevated intracranial cerebral pres-
sure [21]. Finally, PM-MRI can count on diffusion tensor 
imaging (DTI) to assess traumatic brain damage: tractogra-
phy can highlight dislocation and rupture of the fibers in 
cases of post-traumatic cerebral hemorrhage, or the interrup-
tion of the fibers following the passage of a bullet [22, 23]. 
However, for the detection of suspected foreign bodies, the 
gold standard is PM-CT, which allows them to be identified 
in terms of number, shape, size, integrity, and localization. 
This technique also allows the identification of a penetrating 
tract, both from a firearm or a sharp weapon, usually conical 
with the base of the entrance wound [24]. The limitation of 
this technique is, obviously, the fact that the presence of me-
tallic elements leaves artifacts that cover further injuries, for 
example hemorrhages. 

 Post-traumatic subarachnoid hemorrhage can be showed 
by post-mortem computed tomography angiography (PM-
CTA), with evidence of the origin of the vascular lesion, 
frequently breaking the vertebrobasilar artery. Furthermore, 
PM-CTA can highlight the presence of post-traumatic aneur-
isms of the intracranial vessels, which are difficult to detect 
on macroscopic autopsy or on the investigation after forma-
lin fixation of the brain, according to the site [25]. Therefore, 
this technique is particularly effective in traffic accidents 
[26]. 

 As far as this kind of death is concerned, a case is re-
ported dealing with a 79-year-old man, involved in a frontal-
impact vehicle crash. He was taken to the Emergency De-
partment by ambulance where he arrived comatose (GCS 3). 
The patient immediately underwent brain CT scan and an-
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gio-CT scan, directed, in particular, to study epiaortic ves-
sels. The results were extensive hypodensity in the subcorti-
cal areas of the left frontal lobe and extensive hypodensity of 
the cortico-subcortical regions of the parietal, occipital and 
cerebellar lobes of probable ischemic origin, bilaterally. The 
angio-CT study documented a complete occlusion of both 
vertebral arteries from their origin, where they appear thread-
like, up to the C3 vertebral body. From this level, they ap-
peared reperfused, even if the right one seemed to be reduced 
in size and less opacified than the left one (Fig. 1A). The 
man died about 4 days after his admittance to the hospital. 
The external examination of the body was not remarkable for 

any signs of trauma. However, a PM-CT conducted the day 
after detected a large hypodense area in the parietal and fron-
tal lobe, bilaterally, of probable infarct origin; parietal calci-
fications of the carotid axes at the level of bifurcation and of 
the siphons; parietal calcifications of the right vertebral ar-
tery. Dislocation of C5 from C4 with large dehiscence of the 
disc space and associated thickening of paravertebral tissues 
(Fig. 1B). 

 Thus, a posterior approach during autoptical examination 
was preferred. The splenic muscles of the head were uncov-
ered, the semi-spinal muscle was exposed and appeared 
hemorrhagic, bilaterally. The nuchal ligament was removed, 

 
Fig. (1). Radiological approach. A. Angio CT-Premortem: extensive hypodensity in the subcortical areas of the left frontal lobe. Extensive 
hypodensity affects the cortico-subcortical regions of the parietal, occipital and cerebellar lobes, of probable ischemic meaning, bilaterally. 
The angio-CT study documented a complete occlusion of both vertebral arteries from their origin, where they appear threadlike, up to the C3 
vertebral body. From this level, they appeared reperfused, even if the right one seems to be reduced in size and less opacified than the left 
one. No modifications were detected on the basilar trunk. B. CT-Postmortem: a large hypodense area in the parietal and frontal lobes, 
bilaterally, of probable infarct origin; parietal calcifications of the carotid axes at the level of bifurcation and of the siphons; parietal calcifi-
cations of the right vertebral artery. Dislocation of C5 from C4 with large dehiscence of the disc space and associated thickening of paraver-
tebral tissues. (A higher resolution / colour version of this figure is available in the electronic copy of the article). 
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the spinous process of the C4-vertebra was detected and this 
vertebra was dislocated from the C5-vertebra with posterior 
exposure of the spinal cord and hemorrhagic dural sac (Fig. 
2A). Through the use of a rongeur, the transverse processes 
were sectioned to visualize the course of the vertebral arteries 
into the transverse foramen; which presented a regular course 
(Fig. 2B). Thereafter, the brain was removed with the spinal 
cord up to the upper border of the C5-vertebra (Fig. 2C). 

 The right vertebral artery showed a lumen reduction. Mi-
croscopic examination with Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) 
showed extended intraparenchymal erythrocyte collections 
that substituted large tracts of nervous tissue; eccentric athe-
rosclerotic plaque, causing a lumen reduction of about 35-
40%. Above all, there was an interruption of the dura mater 
and the arachnoid layer at the C4-C5 spinal specimen with 
contextual erythrocyte presence below and in the context of 
the sheets themselves. The cause of death was then attributed 
to a progressive multi-organ failure resulting from trauma 
that occurred after the road accident, determined by: verte-
bro-basilar insufficiency, causing a massive cerebral ische-
mia with a state of coma; respiratory failure with the need 
for mechanical ventilation; acute renal failure; pre-existing 
comorbidities 

 This case shows the importance of a post-mortem radio-
logical approach to plan subsequent autopsy. 

3. AUTOPSY 

 Autopsy has the aim of identifying both primary and sec-
ondary brain damage. The scalp incision takes place with the 

well-known bimastoid resection [27]. If necessary, in order 
to visualize the orbital cavities, for example in Shaken Baby 
Syndrome (SBS), the sectioning of the skin and subcutane-
ous tissues of the splanchnocranium can be performed, ac-
cording to the Rutty technique [28]. SBS combines subdural 
hemorrhage, acute encephalopathy, retinal hemorrhage, optic 
nerve sheath hemorrhage, and sparse or absent signs of ex-
ternal injury [29]. Searching for these signs, the removal of 
the eyeballs can be useful for subsequent histological stud-
ies. Moreover, considering that asymmetry between the eyes 
of an individual can occur, both eyes should be collected and 
studied [30]. After the overturning of the scalp strips, the 
examination and the description of the scalp are carried out 
before dissection. In cases of hemorrhagic infiltration or 
gunshot wounds, the fragments of bone and skin are re-
moved for microscopic examination. In traumatic skull inju-
ries, the evaluation and description of various fracture types 
are performed before skull removal [31-33]. 

 Once the skull is removed, the brain has to be observed 
and described. At the macroscopic level, the visualization of 
the brain can evidence lacerations, contusions and hema-
tomas [34, 35]. 

 Subdural hematomas can be classified as acute (symp-
toms occurring within 72 h), subacute (3 days to 3 weeks) or 
chronic (more than 3 weeks after the injury). This accelera-
tion/deceleration injury is the result of a shearing force act-
ing upon the parasagittal bridging veins [10] and can be lo-
cated either on the ipsilateral or contralateral side of the im-
pact area or bilaterally, but is not associated with skull frac-

 

Fig. (2). Posterior approach during autopsy. A. C4-vertebra dislocated from the C5-vertebra with posterior exposure of the spinal cord and 
hemorrhagic dural sac. B. After the transverse processes had been sectioned, the course of the vertebral arteries into the transverse foramen 
was visualized. C. The anatomical preparation composed of the brain and the spinal cord up to the upper border of the C5-vertebra. (A higher 
resolution / colour version of this figure is available in the electronic copy of the article). 
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tures (even though some studies suggest a dural origin for 
the subdural bleeding seen in young infants) [35]. 

 Hemorrhages are streak-like and can be both solitary and 
multiple, while the amount of bleeding that continues until 
death depends on the type of vessel injured and on the pres-
ence of necrosis. In cases of profuse bleeding, this area may 
expand into the white matter and the subarachnoid space 
(intracerebral hemorrhage) [36, 37]. 

 Subarachnoid hemorrhage is the most common conse-
quence of traumatic head injury. Lacerations of the internal 
carotid, vertebral or basilar arteries have been proved to 
cause traumatic subarachnoid hemorrhage over the base of 
the brain, therefore being immediately fatal [38, 39]. 

 Subarachnoid hemorrhage can be produced postmortem 
due to the lysis of blood cells, loss of vascular integrity with 
consequent blood leakage in the subarachnoid space. Fur-
thermore, during the evisceration of the brain, minimal suba-
rachnoid hemorrhage may be produced. While removing the 
skullcap, cerebral veins and the arachnoid membrane are 
torn, with subsequent diffusion of blood into the subarach-
noid space in the posterior aspect (dependent portion) of the 
cerebral hemispheres and cerebellum. Despite the fact that 
this hemorrhage is usually minor, if the brain is not removed 
from the cranial cavity immediately but rather left to sit for a 
while, a considerable quantity of subarachnoid hemorrhage 
may accumulate [10]. 

 Brain swelling can occur following significant head in-
jury [39, 40], due to the development of a severe state of 
brain swelling for a certain time, herniation of the brain or 
secondary brain stem hemorrhage. A rapid progression of 
this process can result in tonsillar and/or transtentorial herni-
ation of the brain, with consequent necrosis, secondary in-
farction, and Duret hemorrhages [41]. Violent hyperexten-
sion of the head and neck can cause lacerations at the junc-
tion of the pons and medulla [42-46]. 

 After the evisceration of the brain, which in this case 
must be in toto, it is formalin-fixed for further studies, and it 
is possible to observe the basilar skull fractures, which are 
very common because of the construction and irregular 
shape of the base of the skull: hinge fractures (consisting in 
basilar fractures that completely bisect the base of the skull), 
ring fractures (circular fractures of the base of the skull that 
surrounds the foramen magnum, may be due to impacts on 
the top of the head that drive the skull downward onto the 
vertebral column and impacts the tip of the chin), contrecoup 
fractures of the anterior cranial fossae (isolated fractures of 
the anterior cranial fossae associated with contrecoup inju-
ries of the brain, with the impact point on the opposite side 
of the skull) [47-49]. 

 Severe injury to the vertebral arteries is caused by blunt 
traumas to the neck. The upper third of the cervical region is 
the area where the vertebral artery is most susceptible to 
traumas of two types: a traumatically induced dissection in 
the vessel wall with rupture into the subarachnoid space at 
the base of the brain; a similar type of dissection character-
ized, however, by the presence of thrombosis of the lumen 
with infarction of brain tissue, instead of the rupture of the 
vessel wall. Injury of the vertebral artery should be suspected 

when an individual collapses and dies almost immediately 
after receiving a blow to the neck. The most common causes 
of vertebral artery trauma are blows to the neck, motor vehi-
cle accidents, falls, and cervical spine manipulation [50, 51]. 

 The autoptic method in cases of access to the dorsal spine 
is a posterior approach consisting in a semicircular bisac-
romial incision or a median perpendicular/sagittal incision 
(Fig. 2), for the inspection and isolation of the posterior neck 
muscles, paravertebral muscles, ligaments, vertebrae (spinal 
and transverse processes as well as vertebral bodies), and 
vertebral arteries. This approach gives easy access to the 
cervical trunk, consenting the immediate visualization of the 
cranial–cervical joint, and, of course, allows for complete 
resection and isolation of the cord. This method is preferable 
in cases when death happens as a result of surgery [26]. In 
cases where visualization of the vertebral arteries is neces-
sary, as in the case already mentioned in the radiology sec-
tion, the posterior approach is certainly the gold standard 
technique; furthermore, in that specific case, to limit the pos-
sibility of damaging the vessels, a Kerrison rongeur was used 
to access the transverse holes of the cervical vertebrae and 
visualize the arteries in situ. 

 After evisceration it is possible to proceed with the ob-
servation of the brain and its dissection with Virchow or 
Ludwig procedure [27]: the occurrence of macroscopic dam-
age will be observed, e.g. intra-parenchymal bleedings and 
contusions [38, 52]. 

 There are six types of contusions: coup contusions, which 
occur in the site of impact, inflicting tensile force injuries to 
the brain; contrecoup contusions, which occur in the brain at 
locations directly opposite to the point of impact; fracture 
contusions, associated with fractures of the skull; intermedi-
ary coup contusions, which consist in hemorrhagic contu-
sions in the deep structures of the brain (the white matter, 
basal ganglia, and corpus callosum, typically observed in 
falls); gliding contusions, focal hemorrhages located in the 
cortex and underlying white matter of the dorsal surfaces of 
the cerebral hemispheres, principally in the frontal region 
(observed in falls and vehicle accidents); Herniation contu-
sions, typically caused by impaction of the medial portion of 
the temporal lobes against the edge of the tentorium, or the 
cerebellar tonsils against the foramen magnum [36, 42]. 

4. TOXICOLOGY 

 TBI is frequently associated with substance abuse, in a 
two-way relationship [53]: on the one hand, the use of sub-
stances represents a risk factor in the genesis of TBI, also 
influencing outcomes; on the other hand, subjects with TBI 
are at greater risk of developing a substance abuse disorder. 
Among the different substances abused, alcohol is certainly 
the most studied and investigated in cases of TBI [54] fol-
lowed by drugs, including marijuana and cocaine [55]. 
Moreover, in the last few decades, the use of anabolic andro-
genic steroids (AAS) has been constantly increasing in the 
general population, not only in athletes, particularly for aes-
thetic purposes. In this regard, a recent review described the 
correlation between AAS use/abuse and anxiety or aggres-
sion, analyzing the two pathways that could be involved in 
AAS-induced behavioral disorders [56]. On this theme, as 
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suggested in the paragraph on Molecular Biology, the use of 
new molecular biomarkers, such as miRNAs, could become 
very important for forensic purposes. For example, in a pilot 
study, in drug abuser tissue, the expression levels of miR-
132 and miR-34 were higher than control groups, suggesting 
a specific pathway in consumption-induced neurodegenera-
tion [57]. 

 Furthermore, a study also linked the pattern of injury and 
the severity of the lesions according to the different concen-
trations of alcohol in the blood by detecting how concentra-
tions higher than 2.5 g/l were statistically related to head 
injuries and more serious injuries [58]. Recent studies, how-
ever, present contrasting results between the severity of TBI 
and substance use, noting how high blood alcohol [59] or 
methamphetamine [60] values can constitute protective fac-
tors with respect to mortality in head traumas. Although fur-
ther studies are needed in order to better understand these 
phenomena, it clearly emerges as a complete understanding 
of the toxicological examination. 

 However, when questioning whether a substance has 
caused or simply contributed to death, the reflection cannot 
focus only on illegal substances. Even drugs legally pre-
scribed for therapeutic purposes can influence the evolution 
or extent of head trauma. The chronic use of anticoagulants 
at the time of the traumatic event may cause, indeed, a hem-
orrhage greater than in free-from-drug individuals or may be 
associated with a rare but sufficiently dangerous complica-
tion, such as delayed traumatic subarachnoid hemorrhages 
[61]. In addition, the activity of warfarin can be influenced 
by the genetic component, which should be explored in cases 
of autopsies. The most important pharmacogenetic associa-
tion has been identified in the polymorphisms in the gene 
encoding the epoxide reductase of vitamin K and in the cyto-
chrome P450 CYP2C9 gene [62]. In these cases, the finding 
of a high dose of warfarin in pre-mortem blood samples 
could be therapeutic and not a sign of overdose or over-
prescription, excluding any medical liability. 

 On the other hand, it has been shown that the same head 
trauma alters the pharmacokinetics of some substances, thus 
a higher dose is necessary to reach therapeutic plasma con-
centrations, such as paracetamol [63], cyclosporine A [64] 
and phenytoin [65]. 

 However, as with all substances, post-mortem concentra-
tions cannot be easily interpreted to ascertain the ante-
mortem concentrations. Therefore, further studies should be 
performed to define a direct relationship between the ante- 
and post-mortem concentrations of these substances. 

5. HISTOLOGICAL AND IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL 
STUDIES 

 Histological studies are usually performed with H&E 
staining. At the microscopic level, the organization of a sub-
dural hematoma can be divided into different stages, allow-
ing the determination of its timing and evolution, according 
to Lindenberg [36], and McCormick [66] (easier to appreci-
ate with the use of Masson’s trichrome staining [37]): i) after 
24 h: intact erythrocytes; fibrin among the dura mater and 
the hemorrhage; ii) from 24 to 48 h: fibrin deposition; neu-

trophils in the hemorrhage; proliferation of fibroblasts 
among dura mater and the hemorrhage; iii) from 48 to 72 h: 
endothelial proliferation; iv) from 3 to 5 days: appearance of 
macrophages; early erythrocyte breakdown; increasing of 
neomembrane; v) from 5 to 10 days: revascularization of the 
hemorrhage; lack of erythrocytes; increasing of neomem-
brane; vi) up to 14 days: hemosiderin macrophages (being 
hemosiderin deposits highlight with Perls’s staining); neo-
membrane thickness up to twice that of the dura mater; di-
lated capillaries; vii) up to 21 days: hemorrhage is absorbed; 
increased vascular proliferation; neomembrane constituted 
by fibrovascular tissue; viii) up to 1 month: the neomem-
brane thickness is similar to the thickness of the dura madre; 
collagen deposits; formation of new arteries; ix) up to 6 
months: rare hemosiderin macrophages; fusion between 
neomembrane and the dura mater; x) up to 1 year: neomem-
brane is undistinguishable from the dura mater; hemosiderin 
macrophage presence. 

 Subarachnoid hemorrhages yield the same microscopic 
picture as described for subdural hematomas. However, the 
demonstration of antibodies against Beta-Amyloid Precursor 
Protein (β-APP) can be used [66]. 

 Diffuse axonal injury (DAI), despite being undetected, is 
included among the results of traumatic changes in the CNS 
[67-76]. Sudden cerebral swelling and death due to cranio-
cerebral trauma have also been observed in children and 
young adults. Although the etiology remains unknown, 
vasodilation and initial hyperemia with redistribution of 
blood are included in the basic pathophysiology [77]. In 
cases with a short survival time, it is difficult to detect DAI 
using conventional techniques, such as hematoxylin-eosin 
staining, which can identify the axon injury after about 24 h, 
but an immunohistochemical technique that uses β-APP al-
lows identification of damaged axons a 2–3 h after injury 
[78-81]. In cases of TBIs the use of routine histology as well 
as immunohistochemical techniques during the earliest ap-
pearance and observation period are useful to investigate 
brain tissue modification [82-85]. 

 The most commonly accepted histological and immuno-
histochemical parameters for approximate age determination 
of brain tissue lesions, according to DiMaio et al. [10] and 
Dettmeyer et al. [36] are: immediately: edematous swelling 
(up to 6 days) [86], neuronal degeneration, shrinkage, neu-
ronal vacuolization; after 45-125 min: apoptosis [87, 88]; 
after 2 h: neutrophils, red neurons [41], neuron-specific eno-
lase (NSE) in the peri-contusion zone [89]; after 3-4 h: apol-
ipoprotein E (ipsilateral hemisphere) [90], Glial fibrillary 
acidic protein (GFAP) [91]; after 10 h: axonal swelling (up 
to 20 h) [92], erythrophages (from 4 days) [93]; after 24 h: 
nuclear swelling [92], vascular proliferation [94], leukocyte 
common antigen, lipophages (between 24-72 h) [93], CD68+ 
macrophages [95-96], erythrocytes (up to 5 days) [41], CD15 
neutrophils [96]; after 2 days: CD3+ T lymphocytes, [84], 
siderophages [93]; after 6-7 days: hematoidin [97], tenascin 
[98]. 

 For a correct formulation of the cause of death, the mor-
phological demonstration of hypoxic brain injury is of con-
siderable interest in forensic pathology [36, 95]. The his-
tological changes are typically related to chromatin aggluti-
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nation in nerve cells (after a few minutes), the loosening of 
Nissl bodies (after approximately 20 min) and their decay 
(after approximately 2 h), the homogenization of karyoplasm 
with shrinkage of nucleus and cytoplasmic eosinophilia (after 
approximately 7 h, visible after 12-18 h), swelling of endo-
thelial cells, pericytes, and astrocytic appendages (visible 
after 12 h), axonal swelling at the margins (after approxi-
mately 24 h). First occurrence of macrophages at the border 
of the source (after 30 h) and their increase, along with the 
visible presence of micro-hemorrhages, siderophages (after 
approximately 48 h), the presence of lipophages (Sudan III 
staining, after approximately 48 h) [36], increasing of ion-
ized calcium-binding adapter molecule-1 (IBA-1) (after ap-
proximately 3 days and progressively increasing in the next 
15 to 20 days), aquaporin-4 (AQP4) (after 7 to 30 days), and 
Hypoxia-Inducible Factor 1-alpha (HIF-1α), capillary 
sprouts beginning at the periphery (2–3 weeks) [95]. Another 
aspect to be investigated, concerning immunohistochemical 
studies for the diagnosis of TBI, is oxidative stress. In fact, 
according to the hypothesis of Schiavone et al., TBI would 
cause an increase in NOX2 expression in PV-positive 
GABAergic interneurons resulting in increased ROS produc-
tion and neuronal death [99]. Although there are no random-
ized studies that identify these parameters as TBI markers, 
an increased NOX2 expression combined with the increase 
of 8-hydroxy-2′-deoxyguanosine (8OHdG) could be posi-
tively related to the immunoreactivity showed in similar 
cases. Immunoreactivity in GABAergic neurons and, in par-
ticular, in PV-positive interneurons associated with a deple-
tion of the same neurons at the cerebral cortical level, could 
be sought. Further studies are mandatory for the general ac-
ceptance of these findings. 

6. MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 

 The role of genetics concerning traumatic brain injury 
can be linked to two important aspects: genetic predisposi-
tion, which is able to determine the outcome of the patients, 
and identification of new molecular biomarkers, both for the 
identification of the damaged anatomic region and for the 
forensic examiner during autopsy, with the aim of identify-
ing the exact cause of the death. 

6.1. Genetic Substrate 

 In the last few decades, the identification of a common 
genetic substrate underlying the outcome of TBI has been 
considered an important research field by the scientific 
community. The nonspecific characteristics of TBI sympto-
matology, compounded by the variable presentation of TBI, 
have made the genetic approach challenging. By collecting 
family history, it has been possible to identify that genetic 
patterns may play a pivotal role in a patient's biological re-
sponse to TBI. To date, it is well known that genetic factors, 
through different pathological pathways, can be considered 
determinant both for short-term survival and long-term neu-
rological and functional outcomes after TBI. 

 Several genetic variants are strictly related to short-term 
survival, influencing inflammation, the severity of axonal 
injury, and blood-brain disruption. In a similar manner, ge-
netic factors may influence long-term outcome, regulating 

plasticity and neuronal regeneration. One of the genes that 
has been most investigated and that can be very important 
for short-term and long-term prognosis after TBI is the Apol-
ipoprotein E (APOE) gene. This gene encodes the main apol-
ipoprotein in the central nervous system and is involved in 
cholesterol and lipid metabolism. Based on both in vitro and 
in vivo studies, during regeneration processes after a brain 
injury (traumatic and non-traumatic), apolipoprotein plays an 
important role in the recycling of plasma lipoproteins to 
build new neuronal cell membranes, neurites, and synapses 
[100, 101]. APOE has been characterized by three alleles 
(APOE ε2, ε3 and ε4): the ε4 allele is strictly linked to Alz-
heimer’s disease, as demonstrated in studies on twins [102], 
even if it can also influence the prognosis of other brain dis-
orders, such as brain hemorrhage, although the mechanisms 
underlying these associations are unclear [103]. Moreover, 
this allele can be related to the severity of axonal injury, with 
a poor prognosis in severe TBI patients [104]. Several stud-
ies have described an association between TBI and several 
polymorphisms in genes such as BDNF (Brain-derived neu-
rotrophic factor), which acts on certain neurons of the central 
nervous system and the peripheral nervous system, helping 
to support the survival of existing neurons, and encouraging 
the growth and differentiation of new neurons and synapses 
[105]. Moreover, the family of interleukin (IL) genes can be 
considered very important, regulating the inflammatory re-
sponse [106]. Several papers have described an important 
role for cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) that enters the brain via the 
periarterial space and interchanges with interstitial fluid 
(ISF). Ilif et al. demonstrated an animal model that this ex-
change system can be called the glymphatic system because 
it shares many similarities with the lymphatic system in pe-
ripheral tissue, and the presence of glial aquaporin-4 (AQP4) 
water channels facilitates its activity [107]. 

 Other important proteins that play an important role in 
TBI is the Tau protein that stabilizes microtubules. Indeed, 
the main function of the Tau protein is to modulate the sta-
bility of axonal microtubules. 

 The genetic substrate is very important for Tau protein 
expression: in fact, the microtubule-associated protein tau 
(MAPT) gene is located on chromosome 17q21, containing 
16 exons [108]. The particular characteristics of this gene are 
linked with the transcript: Exons 2, 3 and 10 are alternatively 
spliced and lead to the formation of six tau isoforms with a 
range of 352-441 amino acids [109]. Even if TBI can be di-
vided into acute brain injury (comprising mild TBI, includ-
ing its short-term sequelae) and catastrophic brain injury (it 
may lead to death), the genetic substrate of Tau protein is 
very important in so-called chronic brain injury. This kind of 
event is frequently underestimated, it is linked with several 
different sport activities characterized by repeated head 
trauma such as professional boxers, American football play-
ers, hockey players, and professional kickboxing. The cellu-
lar and molecular changes linked to the different tau iso-
forms (for example tau phosphorylation) are strictly con-
nected with the severity of the trauma, improving or reduc-
ing neuronal functions [110]. 

 The AQP4 gene encodes a protein that is the predominant 
aquaporin found in the brain, playing an important role in 
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brain-water homeostasis. Secondary edema and brain dam-
age may correlate with the expression of AQP-4 mRNA in 
the peri-hematoma brain edema area. For these reasons, sev-
eral gene variations could be very important in TBI outcome: 
for example, one non-synonymous single-nucleotide poly-
morphism (nsSNP) (rs3906956, M278T) has been described 
to be linked to increasing water permeability [95, 111]. In 
light of these findings, genetic investigations could be con-
sidered an important tool in the evaluation of the prognosis 
for patients with TBI. Moreover, it could be very important 
to identify the variants on the genetic substrate because the 
same traumatic event may have different consequences. To 
consolidate this important concept, several association stud-
ies were performed with the aim of linking TBI with differ-
ent genetic variations. For example, in a study conducted in 
aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) patients, the 
polymorphism –786 T/C (rs2070744) on the endothelial ni-
tric oxide synthase (NOS3) gene was associated with cere-
bral vasospasm [112], and the C-alleles were linked to a re-
duction of cerebral blood flow [113]. Another interesting 
study reported an association between a polymorphism lo-
cated on the tumor protein 53 gene (TP53) and a bad out-
come in TBI: analyzing the Argp53Pro polymorphism, 
Martinez-Lucas et al. [114] described a bad outcome in pa-
tients with the Arg/Arg genotype. These considerations 
could be relevant in sports traumas: for example, soccer is 
undoubtedly considered a contact sport with a relevant num-
ber of craniocerebral injuries, which are statistically compa-
rable to American football and hockey. There are two princi-
pal ways to cause a TBI in soccer: head injuries could be 
generated from unintentional collisions with the head of an-
other player (head to head) or collisions between the head 
and different body parts (elbow/legs to head) [115]. TBI 
gravity could be linked to the genotype of the players. 

 In conclusion, TBI can be defined as a multifactorial 
event with subjective symptoms that are strictly linked to the 
genotype of the subject. These considerations opened new 
scenarios analyzing the medico-legal aspects, both from pe-
nal and insurance points of view. Indeed, in organ damage 
evaluation, the genetic substrate could be relevant: for these 
reasons, in the near future, genetic tests could be mandatory 
before life insurance or penal evaluation of damages. 

6.2. TBI: New Molecular Biomarkers 

 The knowledge about TBI could be very important to 
identify new molecular biomarkers using them both for di-
agnosis and therapy and for the identification of the exact 
cause of death in forensic examinations. A myriad of at-
tempts by researchers to find TBI biomarkers have been 
made: nevertheless, to date, none of them have shown results 
definitive enough to warrant use in clinical settings. 

 The starting point of this kind of study is undoubtedly 
related to the aberrant expression of intra- and extra-cellular 
proteins linked to the injured brain [116, 117]. An alteration 
of the expression levels of these proteins could be the key to 
the identification processes of damage. Biomarkers, such as 
metabolites, proteins, and neuronal imaging, have been in-
vestigated in TBI patients. In this way, extracellular vesicles 
(EVs), which are membranous nanoparticles subdivided into 

exosomes (originating in the endosomal/multivesicular body 
system) and micro-vesicles (larger EVs produced through 
budding of the plasma membrane), are generated by all cells 
and are secreted into the extracellular environment. After a 
TBI, EVs can be collected from peripheral blood samples 
and their contents quantitatively examined to identify poten-
tial changes occurring after brain damage [118]. Particularly, 
different studies on protein biomarkers have been performed 
with the aim of identifying the perfect marker for diagnos-
ing, monitoring, and predicting the course of concussions. 
Several markers, such as GFAP, S-100, ubiquitin carboxy-
terminal hydrolase L1, and tau, have been investigated in 
CSF and blood with the aim of assessing oxidative stress, 
inflammation, excitotoxicity and other pathological mecha-
nisms linked to TBI [119, 120]. Obviously, the main aims of 
the recent systematic reviews are directed towards clinical 
applications. To date, S100 is the only molecular serum 
biomarker of BI that has been supported by scientific evi-
dence [116], while CFS seems to be the most reliable bio-
logical fluid [121]. As suggested in the previous paragraph, 
the phosphorylated form of Tau can be considered a valuable 
CSF biomarker in patients suffering from TBI. Indeed, this 
biomarker was found to be elevated from 24 up to 48 h fol-
lowing hypoxic brain injury. For this reason, ultra-sensitive 
immunoassays are currently available to measure less than 
10pg of P-Tau protein [122]. 

 In the last few decades, the role of miRNAs has been 
studied by the scientific community in several diseases, par-
ticularly in cancer. miRNAs composed of 20–24 nucleotides 
are often located within introns and are known as short non-
coding regulatory molecules, playing a key role in regulating 
gene/protein expression [107, 123]. Moreover, their pivotal 
role as molecular cellular modulators suggested numerous 
studies in different fields of medicine with the aim of identi-
fying new molecular biomarkers. Particularly, based on their 
important roles in the regulation of various cellular functions 
in the brain, their activity on TBI has been focused on by 
several experimental studies [124]. This particular kind of 
biomarker could be used both for identification of TBI in the 
patient outcome and in autopsy with the aim of identifying 
the anatomical region of brain damage, and, consequently, 
the exact cause of death. Different plasma miRNA profiles 
were investigated in TBI patients, these showed under-
expression levels (miR-16 and miR-92a) or over-expression 
levels (miR-765, miR-93, miR-191, and miR-499) [125, 126]. 

 A recent paper described an experimental study that 
aimed to identify serum miRNA biomarkers able to dis-
criminate mild and severe TBI. miR-425-5p and miR-502 
seem to be downregulated early after a mild TBI, while miR-
21 and miR-335 were described upregulated in severe TBI 
patients [127]. The main miRNAs investigated related to 
TBI are miR-21 and miR-16, frequently investigated in both 
human and animal TBI studies: indeed, both miRNAs have 
been found upregulated in brain damage. On the other hand, 
miR-107 and mir-27a are down-regulated after injury: in 
fact, low levels of miR-107 are critical for inflammatory 
processes, whereas a down-regulation of miR-27a facilitates 
programmed cell death [128]. Finally, it is very interesting to 
report the research idea suggested in a recent study to use 
miRNA biomarkers as easily available tools in medico-legal 
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investigations to ascertain the exact cause of death in sus-
pected brain injury cases [57]. 

 In conclusion, miRNAs are promising biomarkers for 
TBI both for brain damage identification and for medico-
legal aspects, even if further investigations are required to 
validate the first experimental studies. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 An accurate forensic approach can be considered manda-
tory in the examination of a suspected TBI with medico-
legal importance, in order to gather all the possible evidence 
to corroborate the diagnosis of a lesion that may have caused 
or contributed to death. From this point of view, only the use 
of an evidence-based protocol can reach a suitable diagnosis, 
especially in those cases in which there are other neuropa-
thological conditions (ischemia, neurodegeneration, neuroin-
flammation, dementia) that may have played a role in death. 
This mini-review has, in fact, the objective of systematizing 
the forensic approach in neuropathological studies, high-
lighting the proper elements to be noted during external, ra-
diological, autoptical, histological examinations with par-
ticular attention to immunohistochemistry and molecular 
biology (Fig. 3). 

 These two methods, in fact, allow a critical approach also 
to those cases that up until now have always been considered 
axioms in normal forensic practice, such as, for example, 
hemorrhage. Hypostatic bleeding can occur in the subarach-
noid space and within the cerebral parenchyma after death in 
the absence of trauma, which can be difficult to differentiate 
from traumatic hemorrhages [129, 130]. Moreover, this is 
even more important when corpses in an advanced state of 
decomposition are studied, where the radiological, macro-
scopic and histological analyses fail to give meaningful an-
swers. In these cases, immunohistochemical and molecular 
biology diagnostics, which can count on the relative stability 

of miRNAs compared to the post-mortem time interval [131] 
are of fundamental importance and a forensic neuropatholo-
gist has to know them. In the same way, the genetic substrate 
should be focused on during the forensic examination, con-
sidering its importance in the outcome of TBI. 

 In other words, it is essential to highlight the pivotal role 
of molecular biology in the case of TBI. Notably, on the one 
hand, it could be considered the genetic predisposition to 
envelop brain damage with a different degree of gravity: as 
previously discussed, the genetic substrate is an important 
factor because the same brain trauma could have a different 
prognosis. On the other hand, molecular investigation also 
offers the possibility of discovering new biomarkers to use in 
a clinical setting, identifying pathways activated in TBI or 
associated with disease conditions. 

 Finally, the efforts made in TBI studies should be sus-
tained by the scientific community because to date, the dif-
ferent aspects of TBI have not been completely clarified, 
revealing the extreme complexity of the central nervous sys-
tem and how it responds to injury. 
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Fig. (3). This flow chart summarizes the multidisciplinary forensic approach in TBI. (A higher resolution / colour version of this figure is 
available in the electronic copy of the article). 
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